Abstract: This paper proposes a hybrid feature extraction-based intrusion discrimination scheme for an optical fiber perimeter security system, which concurrently possesses high classification rate and high efficiency. The high classification rate lies in two aspects: On one hand, plentiful contents (including bandwidth segmentation in frequency domain, kurtosis in statistics, and the zero-crossing rate in time domain) are incorporated into the proposed hybrid feature vector; on the other hand, a configurable filter bank is adopted to reduce the intercoupling between features in the hybrid vector. The high efficiency also arises for two reasons: For one thing, the configurable filter bank works in a pipeline stream; for another, an efficient support vector machine is employed to classify hybrid vectors. Experiments demonstrated that the proposed scheme can accurately identify four common intrusions (fence climbing, knocking the cable, waggling, and fence cutting) with an average recognition rate higher than 94%. Moreover, the recognition efficiency is also high.
Hybrid Feature Extraction-Based Intrusion Discrimination in Optical
Fiber Perimeter Security System
Introduction
The dual Mach-Zehnder interferometry (DMZI) vibration system [1] , [2] adopts the phase-modulation fiber sensing technique and thus possesses the superiority of high sensitivity and fast response, which has been applied in various perimeter security fields, such as submarine cable security [3] , pipeline leakage detection [4] , and airport guarding [5] . Perimeter security of DMZI system involves several critical techniques including intrusion positioning [6] , [7] , endpoint detection [8] and intrusion discrimination. Up to now, due to the difficulty of feature description for various kinds of invasion signals, the technique of intrusion discrimination is still immature. Specifically, the existing schemes of intrusion discrimination failed to concurrently possess high classification rate and high efficiency.
Mahmoud et al. [9] proposed a robust classification scheme consisting of a level crossing based feature extractor and a supervised neural network for Mach-Zehnder interferometer system. This method can discriminate four kinds of events by means of mining some distinctive features. However, the classification rate heavily relies on a threshold which can hardly be properly specified in practical applications. Liu et al. [10] proposed a wavelet decomposition based scheme, which utilizes the signal energies distributed over different frequency bands as the feature vector to recognize three kinds of intrusions. However, this method is not efficient, because wavelet decomposition needs to half-split the frequency bands in multiple levels (i.e., it cannot work in a parallel pipeline mode). Following this, a high-accuracy scheme combining empirical mode decomposition (EMD) with the RBF neural network was proposed in [11] , in which features are extracted from several intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) by means of EMD. Nevertheless, in order to adapt the desired IMFs to the given signal, EMD has to work in an iterative mode and thus consumes excessive computation.
From the above intrusion discrimination schemes, one can find that, their feature vectors seem to lack abundant information. Specifically, each feature vector only involves the information of one or two aspects, thereby degrading the classification accuracy. Moreover, these algorithms of feature extraction generally experience complex processes (iterative update or multi-level decomposition), thus influencing the efficiency. To overcome the contradiction between recognition accuracy and efficiency, this paper proposes a hybrid feature vector based intrusion discrimination scheme. Through incorporating multiple aspects of contents (including bandwidth segmentation in frequency domain, kurtosis in statistics, the zero-crossing rate in time domain) into the feature vector, we can obtain a more accurate intrusion description than the aforementioned schemes, thereby enhancing the classification rate. Furthermore, our feature vectors are generated in a pipeline mode by means of a configurable closed-form filter bank, which improves the classification efficiency together with the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Field experiments verified that, our proposed scheme can accurately and efficiently identify four common intrusions: fence climbing, knocking the cable, waggling and fence cutting. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a brief description of DMZI system. In Section III, we give the dataflow of the proposed scheme. In Section IV, we elaborate the principle of this scheme. In Section V, we compare the event discrimination experiments between the proposed scheme and the EMD based scheme. In Section VI, we have some discussions. In Section VII, we come to some conclusions. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of DMZI vibration system: At coupler C1, the output of the laser with narrow linewidth is split equally through an isolator, and launched into a dual Mach-Zehnder Interferometer consisting of coupler C2 and coupler C3. Two light beams then propagate oppositely in clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) directions and interfere at their counterpart coupler (C3 or C2). The interference outputs are detected by PIN diodes PD1 and PD2. Then, the output signals of these PIN diodes are collected by two Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards, which are respectively specified with distinctive sampling rates for various purposes. Specifically, the D A Q 1 is used for endpoint detection (i.e., determine the starting moment of the intrusions) and event discrimination [11] , [12] , and D A Q 2 is used for intrusion positioning. Finally, these desired functions are realized by running some signal processing algorithms implanted in the industrial personal computer (IPC).
DMZI Optic Fiber Perimeter Security System

General Description of the Proposed Scheme
The Data Flow
As shown by Fig. 2 (z −1 refers to a delayer), the scheme of the intrusion discrimination mainly consists of 3 stages: filter-bank based pre-processing, constructing the hybrid feature vector and SVM pattern recognition, which are elaborated as follows.
Initialization: Implement FFT analysis on multiple realizations of non-invasive signals to determine the environment's cut-off frequency f e . Then, use f e and an upper intrusion frequency f u to configure Q sub-filters h 0 , . . . , h Q −1 .
Stage 1 (filter-bank based pre-processing):
; finally, calculate the Q outputs y 0 (n), . . . , y Q −1 (n) through implementing inner product between v and Q tap coefficient vectors From Fig. 2 , one can see that the construction of the feature vector F is forward and follows a pipeline mode (i.e., no complex iterations of parameter update are involved), which enhances the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
Considerations of the Hybrid Feature Vector
To achieve both high classification rate and high efficiency, the following three points are taken into consideration.
1) To ensure a high recognition efficiency, the length of the feature vector should not be too long.
2) To ensure a high classification rate, this feature vector should incorporate multiple aspects of information. Furthermore, to shorten the vector length as possible, a vector entry allows to carry 2 aspects of information. 3) To further highlight features, the intercoupling among vector entries should be as low as possible. From the dataflow of Fig. 2 , one can find that our feature vector F = [K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 , Z CR] directly meets the second requirement. Specifically, apart from the kurtosis of statistics, the entries K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 also carry frequency-domain information, since each of them derives from a sub-filter of a particular frequency band. Hence, together with the time-domain counting value Z CR, the vector F actually integrates 3 aspects of features.
Whether the vector F meets the other 2 requirements depends on the performance of the filter bank in Fig. 2 .
Principle of the Proposed Intrusion Discrimination Method
Filter Bank based Pre-processing
As Fig. 2 illustrates, this stage is based on a closed-form filter bank, which divides the input x(n) into Q sub-signals y 0 (n), . . . , y Q −1 (n) over different frequency channels. As long as the inter-channel interference (ICI) of this filter bank is sufficiently small (i.e., the intercoupling among K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 is low enough), these Q kurtosis values will independently reflect the statistical information of their particular frequency bands. In return, this allows to use a short feature vector.
Ref. [12] pointed out that, for the filtering structure in Fig. 2 , the ICI of the filter bank is closely related to the selection of the window w c (n) in Fig. 2 . In particular, if w c (n) is constructed by convolving a commonly-used N -length window f (n) with its reversed version, i.e.,
then each sub-filter acquires a large stop-band attenuation, which suppresses the ICI of the entire filter bank. What's more, the filter bank's ICI is also related to the Q tap coefficient vectors h q in Fig. 2 . Ref. [12] proved that, h q is no more than the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) of a N -length frequency sampling vector h q . Hence, through setting an individual entry of the vector h q with the value 1 or 0, one can acquire a sub-filter with the desired transfer performance.
For the DMZI perimeter security system, the desired transfer performance contains two meanings: 1) Each h q should exclude the influence of the environmental interferences; 2) Passband overlappings among H 0 , . . . , H Q −1 should be avoided. Based on these two considerations, the format of h q , q = 0, . . . Q − 1, is set as
where r = N − (2mq + 2m + 2e − 1). In (2), each entry occupies an analog frequency bandwidth f = f s /N , where f s is the sampling rate of DAQ1 in Fig. 1 . As is known, the energy of the environmental interference is mainly distributed in a low-frequency region [8] (i.e., f ∈ [0, f e ]). Hence, once the cut-off frequency f e is determined by FFT (as Fig. 2 depicts) , the integer e in (2) should be configured as
where the operator "[·]" represents the round operation. To determine the integer m in (2), the upper frequency f u of the common invasive actions needs to be specified a priori. Therefore, for the purpose of uniformly dividing the intrusion bandwidth B = f u − f c into Q subbands, the integer m should be configured as
With the above parameters configured, each sub-filter is a bandpass filter with the bandwidth m f . For the q-th sub-filter, its ideal passband falls in the following range
Further, one can derive the IDFT h q (n) of H q in (2) as
Combining (3)- (6), one can find that every coefficient h q (n) in Fig. 2 can be easily configured in a closed-form mode, thereby enhancing the efficiency and the flexibility. Ref. [12] proved that, the q-th filter is equivalent to a (2N − 1)-length FIR filter g q whose tap coefficients are
For example, specify N = 256, the sampling rate f s = 10 kHz, the number of sub-filters Q = 4, the environmental cut-off frequency f e = 250 Hz, the upper frequency f u = 3200 Hz (i.e., e = 6 and m = 19) and select the window f as a Hamming window. Then, substituting these parameters into (1) ∼ (6) yields 4 sub-filters g 0 (n), . . . , g 3 (n), whose transfer curves |G 0 (j2πf )|, . . . , |G 3 (j2πf )| are plotted in Fig. 3(a) . As a contrast, the transfer curves |H 0 (j2πf )|, . . . , |H 3 (j2πf )| generated by the classical frequency sampling filter design [13] are given in Fig. 3(b) .
As Fig. 3 illustrates, for the the classical frequency sampling method, large ripples appear in both passbands and stopbands. In contrast, for our proposed filter bank design, each subfilter's passband curve is much flatter and its stopband ripples are almost negligible. Hence, the ICI is greatly suppressed, indicating that the filter bank's outputs y 0 (n), . . . , y Q −1 (n) are separated in independent frequency bands. Thus, the intercoupling among K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 is greatly inhibited.
In addition, from Fig. 3(a) , one can see that, in the region where the frequency is lower than environmental cut-off frequency 250 Hz, for any individual channel, |G q (j2πf )| nearly equals zero. This implies that the background environmental interference is thoroughly removed, thereby highlighting the features of intrusion signals.
Constructing the Hybrid Feature Vector
Constructing the feature vector is crucial for the subsequent pattern recognition. Recall that our hybrid feature extraction characterizes an intrusion signal with a (Q + 1)-length vector, which contains comprehensive information (statistics, frequency domain and time-domain). Thus, this feature vector is a refined and comprehensive descriptor of an intrusion signal.
Kurtosis:
As is known to all, kurtosis is a statistical descriptor of a probability distribution. It is suitable for characterizing vibration signals due to its sensitivity to the pulse signal. The kurtosis (or the general kurtosis) can be directly calculated using the given temporal-domain samples, and it is useful for characterizing stationary signals affected by periodical fluctuation. However, the general kurtosis cannot localize transient or hidden non stationarities (see [14] , for details), which are typical features of the vibration signals arising from intrusions in the DMZI system. Hence, in [15] - [17] , the general kurtosis was replaced by the spectral kurtosis (SK) [15] (i.e., the statistical values of kurtosis measured across individual frequency bands.), which proved effective in extracting the transient and impulsive features.
Note that in the dataflow of Fig. 2 , the proposed filter bank can separate an intrusion signal into Q independent frequency bands. Hence, the outputs K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 calculated over these channels are spectral kurtosis values, which are condensed features able to distinguish different intrusions.
The kurtosis valueK q of the q-th channel's output y q (n) is calculated as
where L is the sample length,ȳ q is the mean value of y q (n), and σ q is the standard deviation of y q (n).
Further, these kurtosis values should be normalized as
Zero-Crossing Rate:
The incorporation of Zero-crossing rate (ZCR) aims to integrate more complete information related to an intrusion event into the feature vector, which helps to enhance the recognition rate. ZCR refers to the rate of sign changes (from positive to negative) of samples, thus it is a general performance index in the time domain. The ZCR of an input intrusion signal x(n) is defined as
where the operator 'sign' means
Clearly, every entry in the hybrid vector
is between 0 and 1, which brings convenience to the subsequent SVM-based classification. 
SVM Based Pattern Recognition
The support vector machine (SVM) realizes classification by mapping input feature vectors F i into a higher-dimensional space φ(F i ) (related to a kernel function K (F i , F j ) ) and constructing an optimal hyper-plane. The SVM classifier possesses great generalization abilities and high efficiency.
As is known, the basic SVM classifier can only deal with two-category classification problem, which is divided into the training step and the testing step. In the training step, given a training set of instance-label pairs ( 
where C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the error term, one can acquire an SVM model characterized by the weighting vector w and the constant b. In other words, a linear separatable higherdimensional hyperplane defined by (w, b) with the maximal margin is determined. Assume that Q categories of intrusions need to be recognized (Q > 2). To utilize the basic SVM classifier to deal with this multiple-category problems, we adopt the one-versus-all (OVA) method [18] . Specifically, for an individual q-th category of intrusion (q = 0, . . . , Q − 1), we can obtain its basic binary SVM classifier characterized with (w q , b q ). Then, given a testing feature vector of unknown intrusion, one can obtain Q output decision values z q of these Q trained SVM models. Finally, the intrusion category index c can be determined by selecting the maximum decision value, i.e.,
In addition, the classification performance is also related to some SVM parameters, such as the kernel type and its gamma parameter, SVM type etc [19] .
Experiments and Analysis
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser source was a 1550nm distributed feedback laser with 3.5 mW intensity. A long chain link fence was built up. To improve the detection sensitivity, instead of being placed horizontally on the fence, a sensing cable (2.25 kilometer long with single mode) was looped up and down and attached through hose clamps, as Fig. 4 illustrates. The sampling rate of DAQ1 was set as f s = 10 kHz and the recording duration of each trial was set as 3 s. We carried out 570 trials including four types of intrusion actions: fence-climbing, knocking the cable, waggling and fence-cutting (repeated 122, 121, 161 and 166 times by a 70 kg person, respectively), which are portrayed in Fig. 4 .
Filter bank based pre-processing
In the parameter setting of the quantity Q of the frequency channels illustrated in Fig. 2 , both the recognition efficiency and the recognition accuracy should be considered. In our experiment, Q is set as 4, thus the length of the feature vector F equals 5. The reasons are as follows: First, although increasing the value Q can provide detailed information in the frequency domain (for example, a large value Q = 35 was specified in [12] ), the efficiency of feature extraction will be degraded; Secondly, as aforementioned, the feature entries K 0 , . . . , K Q −1 not only carry the information in the frequency domain but also the kurtosis information of statistics, which provides the feasibility of using a small value Q . Finally, to guarantee a high classification rate, the size of the feature vector (i.e., Q + 1) should be larger than the number of the categories (i.e., four categories).
Some other parameters of the filter bank are set as follows: the length of the frequency vector N = 256 and thus the frequency resolution f = f s /N = 39.0625 Hz. Through implementing FFT analysis on the both environmental records and various intrusion signals, we obtained rough priori knowledge that f e = 220 Hz and f u = 4000 Hz. Then, the observed frequency range B = f u − f e = 3780 Hz. Further, in terms of (3) and (4), one can calculate the starting position e = 6, the bandwidth parameter m = 24. Hence, from (5) As Fig. 5(a)-(d) depict, compared with the four original waveforms x(n) of these four events, greater differences appear on the decomposed four groups of sub-signals y 0 (n), . . . , y 3 (n), which provides the feasibility to the subsequent accurate feature description. 
Constructing the Hybrid Feature Vector
In terms of (8)- (11), one can calculate the hybrid feature vector F of each intrusion trial. For each category of intrusion, the averaged feature vector (averaged among 50 training trails) are plotted in Fig. 6 , from which we can summarize the following three distinctions.
1) Compared with other three intrusions, the climbing signal has the largest zero-crossing rate. Moreover, its five entries exhibit a relatively flat shape. 2) For the waggling case, the entry K 3 is much higher than those of the other three intrusions.
3) For the two intrusions of knocking the cable and cutting the fence, their difference lies in the slope of the entries K 0 , . . . , K 3 . Specifically, the average slope provided by knocking intrusions is relatively smaller. The above three aspects of characteristics can be easily captured by the subsequent SVM classifier.
SVM classification
Relevant parameters of the SVM model are set as follows: specify the type of the SVM as C-SVC [19] , in which a RBF function with the gamma value 7.2 is chosen as the kernel function. The cost of the C-SVC is 42, and other parameters are set as default. For each trial, we used 50 trails for training and the rest are used for testing.
Analysis of the classification rate:
To investigate the contribution of individual entries in our proposed hybrid feature vector F , we used the entire feature vector
and its partial kurtosis vector [K 0 , K 1 . . . , K Q −1 ] to discriminate these four types of intrusions, whose classification rates are listed in the 2 nd row and the 3 rd row of Table I , respectively. As a comparison, the experiments based on the EMD intrusion discrimination method (see [11] for details) were also conducted, whose classification rate is also listed in Table I .
From Table I , the following conclusions can be drawn. a) The average classification rate of the proposed event discrimination method with the kurtosis vector [K 0 , K 1 . . . , K Q −1 ] achieve the level of the EMD based method. Specifically, our proposed method does better in recognizing the former two intrusions while the EMD based method behaves more excellent in dealing with the latter two intrusions. b) With the entry ZCR added, our proposed method has a significant improvement in the classification rate, showing an overwhelming superiority over the EMD method. This reflects the fact, incorporating multiple features (bandwidth segmentation in frequency domain, kurtosis in statistics, the zero-crossing rate in time domain) into the hybrid vector can considerably enhance the recognition accuracy. Table II lists the time consumed in the feature extraction stage and pattern recognition stage of our hybrid vector based method and the EMD method, from which the following conclusions can be drawn. a) Compared with the EMD based method, our proposed method can considerably improve the efficiency of feature extraction (including the filter-bank based pre-processing and the construction of the hybrid feature vector). Specifically, the time consumed is only about 22% of that of the EMD based method. The reasons lie in the following: As Fig. 2 depicts, for our proposed method, the filter bank outputs y 0 (n), . . . , y Q −1 (n) in a pipeline stream, in which no iterative operations are involved. Conversely, the EMD decomposition addressed in [11] requires multiple iterative operations to successively generate the IMFs, which costs a lot of time. b) The recognition time of our proposed method is a little less than the EMD method, too. This may arise from the fact that the SVM classifier employed in our scheme is suitable for dealing with small amount of samples.
Analysis of the efficiency:
Discussions
This paper proposed a hybrid feature extraction based intrusion discrimination scheme for optic fiber perimeter security system. Due to the incorporation of the information of time-domain, frequencydomain and statistics, the proposed hybrid feature vector is able to accurately and briefly describe multiple intrusions. Besides, the filter-bank based pre-processing works in a pipeline mode, which accelerates the speed of the construction of hybrid feature vectors. Experiments showed that the proposed method can achieve an average recognition rate higher than that of EMD based scheme. Moreover, the runtime of the proposed scheme is also less than the latter. Hence, the proposed scheme possesses a vast potential in DMZI perimeter security and other security-related applications.
Conclusion
The future work focuses on developing approaches to discriminate more intrusions. To achieve this, the following aspects should be taken into accounts: 1) Increase the length of feature vector (i.e., increasing the value Q ). Hence, some other techniques of feature extraction (such as GMM-vector) are expected to be introduced. 2) Besides the features of spectral kurtosis across individual frequency bands and ZCR, it would be beneficial to explore more optional features sets and then shrink the set using well-known methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which helps to discriminate more intrusions. 3) It should be emphasized that, the feature generation mode of our proposed scheme is distinct from that of the well-known classifiers ensemble approach for classification (such as LPBoosting method [20] , the multiclass v-LPBoost [21] ). In the latter scheme, for any individual weak classifier to be combined, its feature is directly extracted from the original data. In contrast, for the feature vector F = [K 0 , K 1 . . . , K Q −1 , Z CR] in our scheme, as Fig. 2 depicts, only the last entry ZCR is directly extracted from the original data x(n), while any other entry K i (i = 0, . . . , Q − 1) is derived from y i (n)(i = 0, . . . , Q − 1) (i.e., the i -th filtered version of the original data x(n)). Nevertheless, in the future, it is desirable to apply the latter scheme (more features are suggested to be considered) in the intrusion discrimination. 4) Further improve the optical detection device and the signal processing algorithm. Although the detected signals at PD1 and PD2 in Fig. 1 arise from the intrusion, they are not the original versions of the intrusions since optical modulation occurs (Optical modulation will produce several new frequency components, as [22] stated). Hence, if some improved detection device (like the 3 × 3 fiber coupler) and reliable demodulation algorithms are employed [22] , the recognition performance of intrusions is sure to be enhanced.
